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A method of real-time dynamical simulation for laser interferometric gravitational wave detectors is pre-
sented. The method is based on a digital filtering approach and a number of important physical points un-
derstood by a step-by-step investigation of two-mirror cavities, a three-mirror coupled cavity, and a full-length
power-recycled interferometer with mirrors having longitudinal motion. The final analytical representation
used for the fast simulation of a full-length power-recycled interferometer is analogous to a two-mirror dy-
namical cavity with time-dependent reflectivities, when intracavity fields of the interferometer are expressed
together in a state-vector representation. A detailed discussion establishes the relationships among physical
effects pertaining to field evolution in two-mirror cavities and coupled cavities or to the full interferometer.
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Gravitational wave detectors based on laser interferom-
etry are currently being developed by various collaborat-
ing groups.1 Some features common to the long-baseline
facilities (as shown in Fig. 1) are these: (a) to increase
the storage time of light, Fabry–Perot (FP) cavities are
used in the arms; (b) to maximize the signal-to-noise ra-
tio, the arm length difference is adjusted so that the out-
put port remains on the dark fringe; (c) to reduce the shot
noise, a high-power laser is used, in conjunction with the
power-recycling technique,2 in which, with a dark-fringe
operation, the outgoing light is recycled back into the in-
terferometer by putting a mirror in front of the source,
thus enhancing the laser power; (d) to isolate mirrors
from the seismic noise, all six mirrors are suspended as
pendulums.
The full interferometer is thus a system of coupled cavi-
ties. In addition to maintaining the dark-fringe condi-
tion, all of these cavities are to be kept on resonance with
the laser source. This is a difficult task, since the sus-
pended mirrors, by becoming excited by the residual seis-
mic noise, may oscillate around their equilibrium points
at very low frequency with an amplitude of some tens of
wavelengths.
All these features provide newer dimensions to the in-
terferometry of the gravitational wave detectors. It
should be noted that the physical effects related to dy-
namical single or coupled cavities and interferometers
have hardly been discussed in the literature because of
the simple reason that before gravitational wave detec-
tors were conceived, people could not even imagine de-
signing such a system for some useful purpose.
A detailed investigation of these effects is necessary for
a complete understanding of the operation of interfero-0740-3232/98/010120-24$10.00 ©metric detectors. At this time, it is therefore extremely
important to develop numerical simulation programs that
can predict the behavior of the detector with sufficient ac-
curacy and aid in evaluating and optimizing parameters
of different components of the interferometer. We need
to know how fields at various locations of the interferom-
eter change as the mirrors move so that we can use this
information to detect any variation in the required oper-
ating condition. An automatic length-control system
based on these dynamical parameters can then be devel-
oped.
It is straightforward to write a simulation program by
using exact equations of field evolution, but in comparison
with real time, the computational time of such a simula-
tion is too long. Therefore the exact simulation is not of
much use for either the control system or investigation of
the physical effects. Thus it is necessary to develop fast
codes for all or part of the interferometer. If the behavior
of various servo responses can be properly ascertained,
we can also compare performances of the real interferom-
eter with the one running in the computer (provided the
latter is fast enough) and initiate proper action if any-
thing goes wrong during the operation. Such a complete
simulation that incorporates both the signal generated by
moving mirrors in a high-finesse two-mirror cavity and
the response of the servo control system has been re-
ported by the LIGO team.3
With these objectives in mind, in this paper I develop a
method of dynamical simulation for a power-recycled in-
terferometer that is able to perform real-time calculations
at various levels of accuracy. The method is based on a
digital filtering approach and a number of important
physical points understood by use of a step-by-step inves-
tigation process. This investigation finally establishes a1998 Optical Society of America
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lution in a long-baseline interferometer and those in two-
mirror and three-mirror coupled cavities. Therefore in
Sections 2, 3, and 4, I introduce various aspects of this
method and discuss the characteristics of the dynamical
response in a low-finesse two-mirror cavity, a high-finesse
two-mirror cavity, and a three-mirror coupled cavity, re-
spectively. The special features of coupling between re-
cycling cavity and arm cavity are discussed in Section 5
with the help of results obtained by performing computer
experiments. Finally, in Section 6 I use all these under-
standings along with the techniques developed therefrom
to write the fast numerical code for a power-recycled in-
terferometer. The physical effects related to the coupling
of fields in between two arm cavities of an interferometer
are also discussed in Section 6. Section 7 summarizes
important conclusions about the physical effects in a dy-
namical power-recycled interferometer as well as consid-
erations regarding the computational speed of the codes
developed.
2. FAST SIMULATION OF LOW-FINESSE
TWO-MIRROR CAVITIES: DIGITAL
FILTERING APPROACH BASED ON THE
PERTURBATION METHOD
In this section I study the simplest case of simulation, i.e.,
that of a two-mirror cavity of low finesse. Such a cavity
of finesse ;50 will be used in the arms of the VIRGO
interferometer.4 We may note in advance that a direct
analogy can be established between the response of a
power-recycled interferometer and that of a two-mirror
cavity under general dynamical conditions, as will be
shown in Section 6. The dynamical response may show
low- or high-finesse characteristics depending on the op-
erating condition of the light beam. Results of the inves-
tigation in this section are therefore very important and
will be applied in writing the simulation program of the
whole interferometer in Section 6.
An analogy is established here between a digital filter
and the linear response of a cavity to small motion of mir-
Fig. 1. Configuration of a power-recycled interferometer. BS,
beam splitter; EM, end mirror; IM, input mirror; PRM, power-
recycling mirror.rors. Then a fast simulation procedure based on this
analogy is developed.5 The analytical calculation pre-
sented here for the response of a low-finesse cavity is
based on the perturbative technique. I investigate how
well such a perturbative calculation can describe the evo-
lution of fields when used in the fast dynamical simula-
tion procedure based on the digital filtering approach
(DFA). The numerical results and a comparison with
other methods are also presented.
A. Cavity Linearized Equation
Let us first write the exact equation for the intracavity
field F based on the notation of Fig. 2 by taking the laser
source to be the reference point for the motion of the mir-
rors:
F~t ! 5 tc A exp jF2pl xc~t !G 1 rcre
3 exp j@u~t 2 t/2!#F~t 2 t!, (1)
where t 5 2L/c 5 2 3 1025 s is the round-trip time for
VIRGO 3-Km cavities and l is the wavelength of the laser
light, 1.064 mm; tc is the amplitude transmittivity of the
input mirror; and rc and re are the amplitude reflectivi-
ties of the input mirror and the end mirror, respectively.
The quantity u(t) represents the round-trip phase offset
in the cavity at any time t:
u~t 2 t/2! 5 f 1
2p
l
2x~t 2 t/2!, (2)
where f is the initial (constant) round-trip phase offset
and x(t 2 t/2) is the variation in the length of the cavity
as experienced by the light at time t owing to movement
of the mirrors:
2x~t 2 t/2! 5 2xc~t 2 t! 1 2xe~t 2 t/2! 2 xc~t !,
(3)
where xc(t) and xe(t) are displacements of the input and
the end mirror, respectively.
If we assume that both the variation x(t) of the length
L of the cavity and the frequency of such variation are
small enough, we can reasonably predict that the field
amplitudes will also vary slowly around some stationary
point (an elaborate and nicer treatment can be found in
Ref. 6). Equation (1) can therefore be written in the fol-
lowing form for small x:
Fig. 2. Notation for a two-mirror cavity; rc (re) and tc (te) are
amplitude reflectivity and transmittivity, respectively, for the in-
put (end) mirror. The sign (1) or (2) indicates the phase factor
acquired on reflection from that side of the mirror.
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1 RF1 1 j 2pl 2xS t 2 t2 D GF~t 2 t!, (4)
where
R 5 rc re exp j~f!. (5)
Note that we make a simplifying assumption that the
input light A is constant. The stationary point of the in-
tracavity field can thus be written from the zeroth-order
equation:
F0 5
tc A
1 2 R
, (6)
which simply represents the quasi-static field, i.e., when
mirrors do not move at all or move so slowly that the
fields do not become affected for a long time. The varia-
tion of the intracavity light from this can be obtained
from the first-order equation:
dF~t ! 5 RFdF~t 2 t! 1 j 4pl F0xS t 2 t2 D G . (7)
This leads to the following transfer function for the cavity
in the s domain of the Laplace transformation:
Hc~s ! 5
dF~s !
x~s !
5 jPF0
expS 2t2 s D
1 2 R exp~2t s !
x~s !, (8)
where
P 5 ~4p/l!R. (9)
Equation (8), in itself, is not of much use for the time-
domain simulation, since we need to know x(t) in the full
time domain (t ! 1`) for the calculation of dF(s).
However, as is discussed in Subsection 2.B, one can ap-
propriately apply the technique of digital filtering to take
advantage of linear equation (7) in order to develop a fast
computational method for the evolution of light fields.
B. Cavity As a Digital Filter
A number of standard texts7 on digital filters are avail-
able. However, it is worth introducing a few important
concepts here to help us understand the domain of valid-
ity of the analogy between a cavity and a digital filter.
Let us consider a transfer function of the following form
corresponding to the input X and output Y in the s do-
main:
H~s ! 5
Y~s !
X~s !
5
(
k50
K
Ck exp~2ksD!
1 2 (
m51
M
Dm exp~2msD!
, (10)
where k and m are integers and D is some fixed time in-
terval. The correspondence between this transfer func-
tion and its own discrete form in the Z-transform domain
can be established by a conformal transformation, z
5 exp(sD):H¯~n ! 5
Y¯~n !
X¯~n !
5
(
k50
K
Ckz
2k
1 2 (
m51
M
Dmz
2m
, (11)
where n represents the sampled points with a time period
D. So one can now arrive at the following equation de-
scribing the output function in its discrete form:
Y¯~n ! 5 (
k50
K
Ck X¯~n 2 k ! 1 (
m51
M
DmY¯~n 2 m !. (12)
This is known as the infinite impulse response (IIR) filter,
which is actually a series of feedback loops, as is obvious
from Eq. (12).
Let us now look back at Eq. (8) and compare it with
Eqs. (11) and (12). We can easily see that Eq. (8) can pro-
vide only two nonzero coefficients (C1 5 PF0 and D2
5 re jf) for the evaluation of the output, i.e., for the
variation in the intracavity light, dF, in the discrete time
domain with a sampling period of t/2. However, if we
wish, we can always increase the number of coefficients
Ck simply by explicitly evolving the recursive relation,
Eq. (7), in N steps for time Nt. In optical language, this
is equivalent to tracing the path of the light for N number
of bounces on the moving end mirror.
It should be noted that such a procedure, however, does
not increase the number of nonzero Dm coefficients and in
fact reduces the numerical importance of the only avail-
able coefficient (which is Dm for m 5 2n at any stage n)
at every step of this evolution by a factor R. So if we are
able to take a sufficiently large value of N, we can rea-
sonably neglect the contribution of previous outputs in
the present value of the output in a low-finesse cavity.
Such a filter, which does not receive any input in the form
of a feedback, is called a finite impulse response (FIR) fil-
ter, and for such filters the coefficients Ck represent the
unity impulse response of the filter. It should be noted
that by going through this step, we converted the concept
of the cavity as a filter from an IIR filter one to a FIR one.
In the context of a two-mirror cavity, we can thus write
the following equation for the intracavity light directly
from Eq. (7):
F~t 1 Nt! 5
t1A exp j@xc~t !#
1 2 R
~1 1 jP sum!, (13)
where
sum 5 (
n51
N
RN 2 nxF t 1 S n 2 12 D tG . (14)
The structure of the correction term shows that it is
merely the time convolution of the input x(n) with the
unity impulse response function represented by the coef-
ficients
Ck 5 jPF0 R
k21, k 5 1, 2, 3 , ... . (15)
We should keep in mind that the usefulness of the
analysis presented here depends strongly on the validity
of the assumption that the mirror movement is very slow,
which enables us to use the linear equation for the cavity.
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suitable choice for the number of bounces N. In Subsec-
tion 2.C, we shall ascertain the value of N numerically by
taking error considerations into account.
C. Simulation and Results
The numerical investigation shows that the phase factor
that depends on xc(t) in Eq. (13) has almost no influence
on the evolution of fields in a low-finesse cavity (note that
this will not be so in Section 3, where we discuss high-
finesse cavities). So, while developing the following
simulation technique, we can safely ignore this factor.
This also means that for a low-finesse cavity, it does not
matter whether we take the laser source or the input mir-
ror to be our reference point of mirror motion, provided
that the speed of the input mirror is of the order of 1 mm/s
or less.
The procedure of the numerical simulation is as fol-
lows:
• Step 1: Time is sliced into equal intervals of width
D 5 Nt, so that any time ti 5 iNt, where i is an integer.
• Step 2: The phase f is fixed to the following value
during any time interval (ti , ti11):
f i 5 f0 1
4p
l
x~iD!, (16)
where f0 is a small initial phase offset at time t 5 0.
• Step 3: During the time interval (ti , ti11), the
rate of change of the cavity length is also assumed to be
constant:
wi 5
xi 1 1 2 xi
Nt
. (17)
This is a valid assumption, as long as the frequency of the
mirror oscillation is small and we choose a reasonable
value of N. For example, for a frequency of, say, 200
mHz, we can reasonably talk about a value of N up to,
say, 200 without making a significant error.
• Step 4: The assumption in step 3 enables us to ar-
rive at a very simple expression for the convolution sum
in Eq. (13). This sum now turns out to be an
arithmetico–geometric series, which can be easily con-
verted into its compact form:
sum 5
~N 2 12 ! 2 ~N 1
1
2 !rerc exp j~f i!
@1 2 rcre exp j~f i!#
2 wit 1 O ~R
N!.
(18)
The O (RN) terms can be neglected for sufficiently large
values of N.
• Step 5: Substituting i  i 1 1, the procedure is
repeated, i.e., the values of f i and wi are changed in the
next step and F(ti11) is calculated.
As one can see, this method makes a slope-by-slope ap-
proximation of the actual mirror movement, where each
slope (velocity wi) lasts for a short time. The span of this
short time (represented by N) can be determined by nu-
merical investigation of the error level introduced by
slope-by-slope approximation.
The above method based on the DFA can now be com-
pared with other methods8 of simulation that have beentried in order to obtain a fast simulation of a low-finesse
cavity: (a) the sequential method (SM), which computes
the intracavity beam at each round-trip and so is accurate
but very slow, (b) the quasi-static method (QSM), which
computes a stationary value from the cavity Airy function
[Eq. (6)] for the intracavity light on the assumption of
constancy of all quantities over a sufficiently long time
and whose error is thus independent of the time step N
used in computation, (c) the differential equation method8
(DEM) which, under the assumption of constancy of x
(and thus of the phase offset) over an interval D 5 Nt,
solves the cavity differential equation in that interval,
sets the initial condition for the next step with that solu-
tion, changes the phase by another step, and solves the
differential equation again. As a result, for smaller val-
ues of N the DEM approaches the accurate SM, and for
higher values of N it approaches the QSM.
An important difference between the DEM method and
the present method is that whereas the former makes a
step-by-step approximation (i.e., x is constant over the in-
terval D) for the mirror displacement x(t), the present
method takes a slope-by-slope approach (i.e., x changes
with constant velocity during D). As a result, a compari-
son between either the DEM or the QSM and the present
method can be made only for small values of N. For
large values of N, such a comparison is meaningless,
since in that case only in the limit w ! 0 can the present
method be expected to be similar to either the QSM or the
DEM.
The simulation program as described in the last sub-
section is run for two values of w (which, for the sake of
simplicity, has been assumed to be constant throughout
the time of the simulation), 1 mm/s and 0.5 mm/s. The
values of rc and re are chosen to be 94.0% and 99.99%, re-
spectively, which corresponds to a finesse of approxi-
mately 50.4 A power loss of 10 ppm has been considered
for both mirrors.
A typical resonance curve generated by the exact SM
method for such a cavity with w 5 1 mm/s is shown in
Fig. 3. The resonance curve generated by the QSM, the
DEM, or the DFA under similar conditions appears to be
similar to this curve, but any of these methods actually
makes some error (with respect to SM), which remains in-
visible by the resolution of the plot. The relative error
made by either the QSM or the DFA with respect to the
accurate SM method in drawing the same resonance
curve is plotted in Fig. 4. The relative error of some
method Y with respect to some other method X is defined
as follows:
Fig. 3. Typical resonance curve for a low-finesse cavity that can
be drawn by using the SM, QSM, DEM, or DFA (with reasonable
values of N in the last two cases), while the cavity length
changes at a rate w 5 1 mm/s. Input power uAu2 is one unit.
Note that the resolution of the plot cannot make any difference
among curves obtained from these methods.
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5
value predicted by Y 2 value given by X
value given by X
3 100.
(19)
The nature of the error curve for the DFA as shown in
Fig. 4(b) is more or less similar for various values of N
and w but is quite different from those for either the QSM
[Fig. 4(a)] or the DEM. The error curves generated by
the QSM and the DEM are similar looking, but the level
of error is less with the DEM than with the QSM8); the
error level of the DFA is the least among these methods.
The maximum values of the error curves of the DFA as
a function of N are plotted in Fig. 5. One can see that the
Fig. 4. Relative error (%) of (a) QSM and (b) DFA based on per-
turbative calculation in comparison with the exact SM in com-
puting the resonance curve of Fig. 3.
Fig. 5. Maximum values of the relative error (%) of the DFA
based on perturbative calculation in comparison with the exact
SM (in computing the resonance curve of Fig. 3) plotted against
N, the number of steps for two rates of change in the cavity
length.simulation performs quite satisfactorily even for large
values of N (5say, 60 for w 5 1 mm/s or, say, 100 for w
5 0.5 mm/s, if we take an arbitrary value of ;4% to be
an upper limit). I neglected O (rN) terms in Eq. (18) for
simulation, and thus for sufficiently low value of N the
maximum value of error increases again.
The relative error increases not only for higher values
of N and mirror velocity but also for higher values of the
cavity finesse. The finesse of a cavity can also be ex-
pressed by the product of the amplitude reflectivities of
the two mirrors. Since we always keep the value of re
equal to a constant, 99.99%, from now on I will always re-
fer to the finesse of a cavity in terms of the reflectivity of
the input mirror, rc .
Now we fix N 5 50 and tabulate the maximum values
of error curves generated by the DFA for increasing val-
ues of rc in Table 1. As we can see, the error increases
too fast just after crossing the value rc 5 0.975. A valid-
ity domain for this method based on perturbative calcula-
tions may be ascertained in terms of an upper limit of
;0.975 on rc for a mirror velocity of <1 mm/s; This limit,
however, depends on what trade-off one would like to
make between computational speed and error in its appli-
cation and should be mentioned in that spirit. But what-
ever be the trade-off, the perturbative calculation of the
cavity response is certainly not applicable in the DFA of
fast simulation for a value of finesse corresponding to rc
> 0.99.
From now on, I refer to cavities with rc < 0.975 as low-
finesse cavities and those with rc > 0.985 as high-finesse
cavities. The cavities with 0.975 , rc , 0.985 corre-
spond to the intermediate range for which a perturbative
approach of simulation leads to too much error for high
values of mirror velocities (i.e., '1 mm/s) but, on the other
hand, for which the high-finesse characteristics of the
cavity response (as I discuss in Section 3) are not so
prominent. In any case, the fast simulation methods to
be developed in Section 3 for high-finesse cavities can al-
ways be applied to lower-finesse cavities. I am making
this division in the range of finesse just to make a clear-
cut distinction between the high-finesse and the low-
finesse characteristics, which allows us a convenient basis
for our discussion.
Table 1. Approximate Values of the Peaks of the
Relative Error Curves for Cavities with Various
Values of the Finesse, with N fixed to 50
rc
Maximum
Relative Error (%)
(w 5 0.5 mm/s)
Maximum
Relative Error (%)
(w 5 1 mm/s)
0.94 0.65 2.5
0.95 0.80 3.2
0.96 1.0 4.2
0.97 2.0 8.0
0.975 4.0 14.5
0.98 10.0 32.0
0.985 30.0 90.0
0.99 175.0 325.0
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MIRROR CAVITIES: DIGITAL
FILTERING APPROACH BASED ON THE
JUMP-AND-SUMP METHOD
We may note again in advance that there exists a direct
analogy between the dynamical response of a power-
recycled interferometer and that of a two-mirror cavity.
We will also see in Section 6 that most of the time in a
general dynamical situation and especially at the desired
operating condition of the laser light, the response of the
interferometer shows high-finesse characteristics. The
results of Section 2 indicate that the perturbative ap-
proach of performing cavity calculations is not suitable for
describing the enhanced sensitivity of the high-finesse dy-
namical cavities to small perturbations in the form of mir-
ror movement. In this section I introduce a method9 that
replaces the perturbative calculation in the framework of
the DFA.
The enhanced sensitivity of the cavity in its dynamical
response to mirror movement can be illustrated here by
drawing a resonance curve for the intracavity field by us-
ing Eq. (1) of the SM method [Fig. 6(a)] when only the end
mirror moves at a speed 1 mm/s. The value of rc is cho-
sen to be 0.998733. (The question ‘‘why such a value?’’
will get answered in Section 6, where we will see that this
choice reduces the number of figures in this paper).
The corresponding resonance curve as generated by the
QSM method when the mirror movement is very slow or
zero is shown in Fig. 6(b). A comparison of Figs. 6(a) and
6(b) with all those generated for the low-finesse cavity in
Section 2 reveals certain special characteristics of the dy-
namical response of high-finesse cavities:
(a) Failure to achieve maximum peak value: The
peak value of the dynamical curve fails to reach the maxi-
mum value of power [the quasi-static value, Fig. 6(b)] that
can be achieved on resonance from such a system. The
Fig. 6. (a) Dynamical resonance curve for a high-finesse (rc
5 0.998733) two-mirror cavity while only the end mirror moves
and so the cavity length changes at a rate of w 5 1 mm/s. Input
power is one unit. (b) Quasi-static resonance curve for the same
cavity.reason is the fast motion of mirror, which does not allow
partial beams to stick to the resonance or near-resonance
value for a long time.
(b) Displacement of the peak from the resonance point:
The peak value of the dynamical resonance curve appears
a few round-trips after the actual point of resonance (i.e.,
u 5 2p). As a result of high finesse, a large number of
partial beams get stored for a long time, each of them
bearing different phase information about the moving
cavity. A combination of all these beams finds a maxi-
mum point of their combined power at a point somewhat
displaced in time from their quasi-static resonance points.
(c) Oscillations after crossing the peak: The oscilla-
tion of power just after the peak is crossed is due to the
generation of beats by the interference of the Doppler-
shifted beams that were there for a long time (as a result
of high finesse) and those beams that are relatively new-
comers. The frequency of this oscillation increases for a
short time and then again decreases to zero as the cavity
goes farther from resonance and the contribution of long-
lasting beams becomes less and less. (The last point can
be shown in a frequency-domain simulation. It will also
be evident when we study the relative error in the reso-
nance curves generated by some nonexact equations at
the end of this section).
(d) Enhanced sensitivity toward the movement of the
input mirror: Unlike in the low-finesse case, the field
evolution now is affected by the Doppler shift that is ex-
perienced by the input light with respect to the source as
a result of the movement of the input mirror. Figure 7
shows the difference in power of the field F between a
case when both mirrors move and when only the end mir-
ror moves but the rate of change of the cavity length w is
kept the same (51 mm/s) in both cases. The resonance
curve corresponding to the latter case is already shown in
Fig. 6(a). The numerical investigation and Fig. 7 show
that if the mirror velocity is restricted to <1 mm/s, there
will be little and insignificant effect on the field evolution
near resonance. We can thus neglect this phase factor in
the input light again for the case of high-finesse cavities
without committing significant error.
To describe this enhanced sensitivity with a faster
simulation, we incorporate the following analytical calcu-
lation into the DFA fast simulation, replacing the pertur-
bative method:
• Step 1: Let us start with the following equation of
the intracavity field F,
Fig. 7. Difference in power between the case when the input
mirror moves (at a speed of 1 mm/s) and when it does not but the
rate of change in cavity length w is the same in both cases
(51 mm/s). The latter case corresponds to Fig. 6(a).
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written for a small variation x in the length of the cavity.
This equation is then recursively evolved in time for N
steps, where one step is equivalent to the round-trip time
t of the cavity, and thus we obtain
F~t 1 Nt! 5 tc AS 1 1 (
n52
N
Rn21 )
k5N2n12
N
expkD
1 F~t !RN)
k51
N
expk , (21)
where
expk 5 expS j 4pl xkD , (22)
xk [ x~t 1 ~k 2 1/2!t!, (23)
which is described by Eq. (3).
• Step 2: Let us assume that for a reasonable num-
ber of steps N, the rate of change in cavity length can be
approximated by a constant w, which permits Eq. (22) to
be written as
expk 5 exp@j~k 2 1/2!#, (24)
where j 5 j4pwt/l.
• Step 3: It is also assumed that the mirror displace-
ment that takes place within the interval Nt is very
small, so that we can linearize all the exponentials in Eq.
(21), thus obtaining
F~t 1 Nt! 5
tc A~1 2 R
N!
1 2 R
1 tc Aj R (
i51
N21
Ri21
3 (
k5N2i11
N S k 2 12 D
1 F~t !RN expS j N 22 D . (25)
Note that the first and third terms in Eq. (25) were ob-
tained by summing the series of terms in Eq. (21). In
fact, the series in the second term in Eq. (25) can also be
shown to be a combination of an arithmetico–geometric
series and an arithmetic series:
tc AjR
1 2 R (k52
N S k 2 12 DRN2k 2 tc AjR
N
1 2 R (k52
N S k 2 12 D .
(26)
Both of these series can be summed over easily, so that
the final equation can be written as
F~t 1 Nt! 5
tc A~1 2 R
N!
1 2 R
1
tc AjR
1 2 R
S
2
tc AjR
N
2~1 2 R !
~N2 2 1 !
1 F~t !RN expFj N22 G , (27)where
S 5
N 2 0.5 2 1.5RN21
1 2 R
2
R 2 RN21
~1 2 R !2
. (28)
One may note that, unlike in the low-finesse case in
Section 2, the last term in Eq. (27) representing the feed-
back is not neglected in this case. The first reason is that
the terms of order O (RN) are not really negligible now be-
cause of the high value of R. Speaking in the language of
digital filters, we can say that feedbacks are really impor-
tant in this case since partial beams are stored for a long
time in such cavities. The equivalent IIR filters cannot
be converted into FIR ones as long as we intend to apply
the linear Eq. (27) by restricting N within a suitable up-
per limit. This limit is to be determined numerically.
The simulation procedure is the same as that described
for a low-finesse cavity in Section 2 except that in step 4
there, Eq. (27) is to be used instead of Eq. (13). Since this
method involves jumping a few steps of field evolution
and then summing up the contribution of various partial
beams, I call this method the jump-and-sump (JAS)
method. It should be noted that the JAS method is not a
replacement for the DFA. Rather, it is a replacement for
the perturbative calculation on which the low-finesse ver-
sion of the DFA is based.
The error in unit of power (i.e., the difference) made by
the DFA based on the JAS method as compared with the
SM is shown in Fig. 8(a) for N 5 50. The relative error
as given by Eq. (19) is also plotted in Figs. 8(b) and 9.
We see that the relative error is quite small near the reso-
nance, but it shoots up as the field starts oscillating with
higher and higher frequency. This is simply due to the
fact that the frequency resolution of the method is worse
than that of the exact method because of an increase by a
factor of N in its sampling interval. However, since the
field amplitudes at those points are exceedingly small,
this relative error is irrelevant for the simulation pro-
gram. Because this oscillation starts decreasing soon,
the relative error also decreases and soon becomes almost
Fig. 8. (a) Error (in unit of power) and (b) relative error made by
the DFA based on JAS in comparison with the SM for N 5 50 in
calculating the resonance curve of Fig. 6(a).
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gap between two resonance points for w 5 1 mm/s is
26,600 round-trip times).
One may note that although relative error is a better
measure than simple error, in the case of the high-finesse
response of the cavities it may lead to some confusion be-
cause of its sudden increase after a resonance peak is
crossed. From the next section on, only relative error in
a certain important range of time around the resonance
point will be plotted, as in Fig. 8(b).
Numerical investigation shows that the DFA based on
JAS works quite well (with moderate values of N, say, 50)
even for higher values of cavity finesse. As might be ob-
vious, when applied to low-finesse cavities, this method
produces the same level of error as does DFA based on
perturbative calculation.
4. SIMULATION OF THREE-MIRROR
COUPLED CAVITY
A power-recycled interferometer with a FP cavity in each
arm, which is constituted by static mirrors, can be
thought to be equivalent to a three-mirror cavity. Study
of such a simpler geometry of the optical arrangement can
thus provide us answers to some of the issues that are in
common with a complete FP-type power-recycled interfer-
ometer, e.g., coupling of intracavity fields and sensitivity
to misalignment. The resonance properties of such a cav-
ity are in general quite complex; the mode losses may de-
pend on the distribution of the optical field between the
two cavities.10 The static properties of such coupled cavi-
ties have been discussed in Refs. 11 and 12. Some table-
top experiments have also been performed to study the
frequency response of such a coupled cavity.13,14
In the dynamical case, however, such an equivalence
between the full power-recycled interferometer with FP
arm cavities and a three-mirror cavity can be established
only under some simplifying assumptions, i.e., that the
beam splitter is static and that the movement of the input
mirror or the end mirror of one arm cavity exactly mimics
the movement of the corresponding mirror in the other
arm cavity (the movement mentioned in the present con-
text is measured with respect to the beam splitter).
Alternatively, such an interferometer can be thought to
be equivalent to two dynamical three-mirror-cavity sys-
tems coupled with each other through a shared part of
their recycling cavities. The nature of this coupling is in-
vestigated in Section 6. So one important step toward
the final goal of understanding and simulating the dy-
Fig. 9. Relative error (%) made by the DFA based on JAS in
comparison with the SM for N 5 50 in calculating the resonance
curve of Fig. 6(a). Plot 8(b) is merely a zoomed-in part of this
plot. The relative error increases for a short time while the field
amplitude is very small; this increase is thus unimportant.namical response of a power-recycled interferometer
would be to investigate the physical effects and test the
applicability of the numerical methods developed for two-
mirror cavities in a three-mirror coupled cavity.
In this section it is shown that the evolution of fields in
three-mirror cavity is just like that in a two-mirror cavity
whose input mirror reflectivity is changing with time.
Under a general dynamical condition, most of the time
this reflectivity is quite high. Using this idea, I apply the
method of the DFA based on JAS introduced in the case of
high-finesse cavities in Section 3 and also incorporate a
special technique, called freezing the finesse, which takes
care of the changing reflectivity, to write the fast DFA
code for a three-mirror cavity.
A. Field Equations in a Dynamical Three-Mirror
Cavity
The notation to be used for the calculation of fields in a
three-mirror coupled cavity is shown in Fig. 10. The am-
plitude reflectivities of the input mirror (the recycling
mirror for a dynamically equivalent interferometer), the
middle mirror (the input mirror of arm cavities of a dy-
namically equivalent interferometer) and the end mirror
are represented by r1 , r2 , and r3 , respectively. The nu-
merical values chosen for them for the simulation to be
described below are 0.96, 0.94, and 0.9999, respectively,
which are the same as those to be used for corresponding
mirrors in the VIRGO interferometer.4
The exact equations for the intracavity fields in a three-
mirror coupled cavity when all mirrors move can now be
written as follows:
B~t ! 5 t1A exp j@ p1~t !# 2 r1r2B~t 2 2tr!
3 exp j@fr 2 p1~t 2 2tr! 1 2p2~t 2 tr!
2 p1~t !# 1 t2r1r3D~t 2 2tc 2 tr!
3 exp j@fc 1 fr/2 2 p2~t 2 2tc 2 tr!
1 2p3~t 2 tc 2 tr! 2 p1~t !#, (29)
D~t ! 5 t2B~t 2 tr!exp jF12 fr 2 p1~t 2 tr! 1 p2~t !G
1 r2r3D~t 2 2tc!exp j@fc 2 p2~t 2 2tc!
1 2p3~t 2 tc! 2 p2~t !#, (30)
where fr and fc are initial (constant) round-trip phase
offsets in recycling and arm cavities, respectively; tr and
Fig. 10. Notation used for three-mirror coupled cavity; the (1)
or (2) sign on two sides of a mirror indicates the phase (i.e., ei-
ther zero or p) that a light beam acquires on reflection from that
side of the mirror.
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tively; pi(t) are changing phase offsets (one-trip) that are
due to the motion of mirror i, i.e., pi(t) 5 (2p/l)xi , xi
representing displacement; the positive direction of mo-
tion is set to be from the first (recycling) mirror toward
the third (end) mirror, and the reference point for the mir-
ror movement is taken to be the laser source.
If we assume that the mirrors are not moving at all or
are moving so slowly that their motion does not affect any
field for a long time, then we can arrive at the following
quasi-static expressions for B and D:
B0 5 At1@1 2 r2r3 exp~ jfc!#/x0 , (31)
D0 5 At1t2 exp~ jfr/2!/x0 , (32)
where
x0 5 1 1 r1r2 exp~ jfr! 2 r2r3 exp~ jfc!
2 r1r3~r2
2 1 t2
2!exp~ jfr 1 jfc!. (33)
The double-resonance condition is achieved when fc
5 2np and fr 5 2mp, where n and m are integers.
The numerical values for uB0u2 and uD0u2 in the double-
resonance condition are '42 W and '1350 W, respec-
tively, for uAu2 5 1.0 W, and the values of reflectivities
are as chosen above for VIRGO. In the static case, the
power transmitted through the system is maximum at
this point.11 However, in general, a maximum point of
transmission may occur at a value fc Þ 2np for a value
of fr Þ 2mp. The rules of occurrence of these resonance
peaks will be discussed in Section 5 for both static and dy-
namical cases.
The exact numerical code for the three-mirror cavity is
written on the basis of Eqs. (29) and (30), as shown in Fig.
11. It should be noted that this code really is exact only
if the ratio of the lengths of the arm cavity and the recy-
cling cavity is an integer r. It is not however, a very im-
portant consideration, because, in the case when r is not
an integer, a code like this based on the nearest integer
value of r would make only a negligible error with respect
to a code that takes into account the real value of r. The
reason is that in almost all cases of interest, we need not
study the system with a very fine level of frequency reso-
lution (i.e., with a sampling period smaller than the
round-trip time in recycling cavity).
The exact dynamical double-resonance curve for the
field B, where only the end mirror moves with a velocity
of 1 mm/s and fr is set to a value of 2mp, is shown in Fig.
12. It so turns out that the corresponding resonance
curve for the field D looks exactly like what was plotted in
Fig. 6(a) for a two-mirror high-finesse cavity with rc
5 0.998733, whose length was changing at the same
rate. The following discussion explains this.
The exact code as represented in Fig. 11 takes a very
long time to compute the field evolution. Therefore we
need to develop a faster way of doing this by finding some
ways of writing nonexact equations for three-mirror
coupled cavities. One way of doing this is to replace the
recycling cavity by an equivalent mirror whose reflectiv-
ity rrec depends on the dynamical phase offset denoted by
ur in the recycling cavity and then to write down theequation for D in the resulting two-mirror cavity consti-
tuted by the end mirror and the equivalent mirror for the
recycling cavity:
D~t ! 5 trec~t !A 1 rrec~t !r3 exp@ juc~t 2 tc!#D~t 2 2tc!,
(34)
where
rrec~t ! 5
r2 1 r1~r2
2 1 t2
2!exp@ jur~t !#
1 1 r1r2 exp@ jur~t !#
, (35)
trec~t ! 5
t1t2 exp j@ur~t !/2 1 p1~t !#
1 1 r1r2 exp@ jur~t !#
. (36)
The field B can then be easily calculated with this equa-
tion. The simulation program based on these equations
now runs approximately 270 times faster, because the
time-sampling rate is much smaller now (i.e., 1/tc instead
of 1/tr); also it can perform much less expensive algebraic
calculations without memorizing any data in a buffer.
We find that this equation makes negligible (in fact,
zero up to several decimal points near the peak) relative
error compared with the exact code. However, in this
Fig. 11. Exact dynamical code written for a three-mirror cavity
for which the ratio of lengths of the arm cavity and the recycling
cavity is an integer, r. The figure shows the case for r 5 4; For
the equivalent case of the VIRGO interferometer, r has been as-
sumed to be 250 (53000/12). Note that at any moment of time
the code needs to memorize 2r number of data for the evolution
of phases in two cavities and r number of past values for the field
D. RM, recycling mirror; IM, input mirror; EM, end mirror.
Fig. 12. Exact dynamical double-resonance curve for the field B
in a three-mirror cavity while only the end mirror moves with a
velocity 1 mm/s and the round-trip phase in the recycling cavity
ur is set to an integral multiple of 2p. Input power is one unit.
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time after the resonance peak is crossed, as the fields
start oscillating with higher and higher frequencies.
This is due to the reduced frequency resolution of the
method, which effectively increases the sampling period
by a factor of r. As already explained in Section 3 for the
case of the DFA based on JAS, this error is unimportant
since the absolute value of the field is very low in that
range. Obviously, this level increases as the ratio of
lengths of the arm cavity and the recycling cavity de-
creases and vice versa.
The reason that Eq. (34) can perform such accurate cal-
culation of fields is as follows. The missing information
in the equation, tr , is only 40 ns compared with tc , which
is ;10 ms. So any extra information that tr could have
contributed to the dynamical response amounts to a neg-
ligible time gap between cause and effect compared with
the evolution of fields during the one-trip time in the arm
cavity. For the same reason, if we had tried the other
way round by replacing the arm cavity with an equivalent
mirror, we would have written completely wrong equa-
tions for the dynamical evolution of fields.
On the basis of the above observation, we may make an
assumption that tr can be neglected with respect to tc in
the exact set of equations. This approximation was first
used by Redding15 and has also been applied by others9,16
to study the response of a three-mirror cavity. From now
on, I refer to this as a small-recycling-cavity (small-rec-
cav) approximation.
Using this approximation, the full dynamical equations
(29) and (30) can now be written as
B~t 1 t! 5
1
x~t 1 t! H t1 A exp j@ p1~t 1 t!#
1 t2r1r3D~t !exp jFur~t 1 t!2
1 uc~t 1 t/2!G J , (37)
D~t 1 t! 5 trec~t 1 t!A 1 rrec~t 1 t!r3D~t !
3 exp j@uc~t 1 t/2!#, (38)
where t 5 2tc and
trec~t ! 5
1
x~t !
t1t2 exp jF12 ur~t ! 1 p1~t !G , (39)
rrec~t ! 5 r2 1
t2
2r1 exp j@ur~t !#
x~t !
, (40)
ur~t ! 5 fr 2 2p1~t ! 1 2p2~t !, (41)
uc~t 2 tc! 5 fc 2 p2~t 2 2tc! 1 2p3~t 2 tc! 2 p2~t !,
(42)
x~t ! 5 1 1 r1r2 exp j@ur~t !#. (43)
B. Simulation by Jump and Sump While Freezing the
Finesse
We may now ask ourselves if it would be possible to com-
pute even faster than the short-rec-cav approximation al-
lows. To answer this question, we note that the evolu-tion of field D as represented by Eq. (38) is just like that
of the intracavity field F of a two-mirror cavity whose
input-mirror reflectivity rc [ rrec is changing with time:
F~t 1 t! 5 tc~t 1 t!A 1 F~t !R~t 1 t!exp@ ju~t 1 t/2!#,
(44)
where R(t) 5 rerc(t)exp( jfi) is the product of the ampli-
tude reflectivities of the end mirror re , the input mirror
rc , and a very small constant phase offset f i in a round-
trip of the cavity when mirrors are not moving. The evo-
lution of field B represented by Eq. (37) is completely de-
pendent on that of D, which means that if we can
compute D faster, we can compute B also at the same
speed. Let us plot the reflectivity rrec as a function of
Dur 5 ur 2 (2m 1 1)p in Fig. 13. One can see that ex-
cept for values very near (2m 1 1)p for ur , the value of
rrec is always quite high and very near '0.998733, the
value at ur 5 2mp. This explains why the dynamical
double-resonance curve for the field D in a three-mirror
cavity has a behavior exactly like that of a high-finesse
two-mirror cavity with rc 5 0.998733 [as in Fig. 6(a)],
when we assume that only the end mirror is moving and
set ur 5 2mp.
So we now have a ready answer to the above question.
If we consider the simplest case of constant rrec by assum-
ing ‘‘only end mirror moving,’’ we just need to apply the
DFA based on JAS to Eqs. (38) to develop a code that is
much faster than what the small-rec-cav approximation
can ensure. For example, the error level for JAS com-
pared with the equations approximated by small-rec-cav
for the field D in this simple case, when we allow only the
end mirror to move and set ur 5 2mp, is same as that
shown in Fig. 8.
However, to have a complete simulation, we need also
to consider the dynamics of the recycling cavity and thus
the changing values of rrec . By comparing Eq. (44) with
Eq. (38), we note that in the equivalent expressions for
rc(t) and tc(t), i.e., rrec and trec , respectively, the time de-
pendence arises only through the dependence of ur on
time. We noted that except for a small range of values of
ur near 2mp, the equivalent reflectivity rrec(t) does not
change much from unity. This leads me to incorporate a
special technique that I call freezing the finesse17 (FTF).
As the name suggests and as is explained below, I set the
values of ur and so of rc and tc to suitable constants before
each step of the JAS method, thus effectively freezing the
equivalent finesse of the three-mirror cavity during each
interval of jumping.
Fig. 13. Equivalent amplitude reflectivity of the recycling mir-
ror, rrec , is plotted as a function of round-trip phase offset Dur in
the recycling cavity.
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ties when all mirrors move is as follows:
• Step 1: Time is sliced into equal intervals of width
D 5 Nt, so that any time ti 5 iNt, where i is an integer.
• Step 2: If we assume that for the short time inter-
val (ti , ti11) the mirrors move with constant velocities,
then by defining the rates of change of the phase offsets in
the recycling and the arm cavity, respectively, as
wr 5 v2 2 v1 , wc 5 v3 2 v2 , (45)
we can write
ur~t ! 5 fr 1
4p
l
wr t, uc~t ! 5 fc 1
4p
l
wc~t 2 tc!.
(46)
• Step 3 (FTF): The phase f i and the reflectivity rc
in the expression for R and tc in Eq. (44) are fixed to the
following values during any time interval (ti , ti11):
f i 5 uc~ti!, (47)
rci 5
1
2 @rrec~ti! 1 rrec~ti11!#, (48)
tci 5 trec~ti11!. (49)
• Step 4 (JAS): The field at ti11 , D(t 1 Nt) is ob-
tained from the value of the field at ti , D(t) by simply
substituting D ! F, r3 ! re , rci ! rc , tci ! tc , and
wc ! w in Eq. (27).
• Step 5: The values of f i11 and wc are changed,
and Di12 is calculated.
Before we discuss the error levels of such a simulation,
we note that if p1 were a constant, that would not have
affected the evolution of intracavity field amplitudes in
any way. The variation in p1 , i.e., the velocity v1 , how-
ever, affects the field amplitudes whenever the operating
condition of the beam corresponds to a high value of effec-
tive finesse (i.e., whenever rrec is high) for the three-
mirror system. So if we completely neglect p1 in Eqs.
(37) and (38), it leads to almost no error if the beam is on
exact antiresonance in the arm cavity and on resonance in
the recycling cavity [i.e., uc 5 (2n 1 1)p and ur 5 (2m
1 1)p; effective finesse is the lowest]. However, it leads
to the same level of error as shown in Fig. 7 when the
beam is on or near double resonance (i.e., uc 5 2np and
ur 5 2mp; effective finesse is the highest). Throughout
the following discussion on error levels, we neglect this
phase factor arising out of the Doppler shift of the incom-
ing light with respect to the source.
As we can expect, the error made by the technique of
FTF depends strongly on the first derivative of rrec with
respect to time. So we can guess that the error will be
less as long as rrec varies slowly, which it does almost
throughout the range of ur except for a small range (i.e.,
about 60.2p) near ur 5 p.
In Fig. 14(a) I plot a double-resonance curve for the
field D, using Eq. (38), while phases change with rates:
wr 5 wc 5 1 mm/s. The same resonance curve, when
drawn by using the faster DFA based on JAS and FTF for
N 5 30, gives relative error with respect to the equations
based on small-rec-cavity, as shown in Fig. 14(b). As has
been explained, the error is quite small near resonance
and increases for some time when the field oscillates rap-idly with very small amplitude. For N 5 40 the error
near resonance varies between 63%, and for N 5 50 the
figure increases to about 65%. For other combinations
of wr and wc the error levels vary, but in all cases for
same N, these continue to have the same order of magni-
tude, provided that the velocities do not become too high
in comparison with 1 mm/s.
Now we discuss the error consideration when the effec-
tive finesse of the system is near the lowest, i.e., when the
beam is on exact antiresonance @uc 5 (2n 1 1)p# in the
arm cavity but on resonance @ur 5 (2m 1 1)p# in the re-
Fig. 14. (a) Dynamical double-resonance curve for field D in a
three-mirror cavity drawn by using equations based on only the
small-rec-cav assumption for wr 5 wc 5 1 mm/s. Input power
is one unit. (b) Relative error by the DFA based on JAS and
FTF with respect to only small-rec-cav in calculating the same
curve for N 5 30. The relative error increases for a short time
while the field amplitude is very small; this increase is thus un-
important.
Fig. 15. (a) Resonance peak of field D in a three-mirror cavity
when the beam is on exact antiresonance in the arm and on reso-
nance in the recycling cavity, as drawn by equations based on
only the small-rec-cav assumption for wr 5 wc 5 1 mm/s. In-
put power is one unit. (b) Relative error by the DFA based on
JAS and FTF with respect to only small-rec-cav in calculating
the same curve for N 5 30.
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5 1 mm/s. The peak for this condition is drawn in Fig.
15(a) by using Eq. (38). The relative error in drawing the
same curve by using the DFA based on JAS and FTF for
N 5 30 with respect to the curve in Fig. 15(a) is plotted in
Fig. 15(b). As expected, the error now is more than in
the case of double resonance. The peak of the error in-
creases to ;8% for N 5 40 and ;10% for N 5 50. For
other combinations of wr and wc , unlike in the previous
case, the error levels do not change much, owing to lower
values of effective finesse in this region.
So we see that for any value of N, the simulation error
is the least for a beam on double resonance. When the
operating condition of the beam is anywhere else, the er-
ror in simulation increases. When the operating condi-
tion gets to the exact antiresonance point in the arm cav-
ity but to the individual resonance point in the recycling
cavity, the simulation for the DFA based on JAS and FTF
runs with its highest level of error. Even the highest
level of error is quite tolerable for (say) N 5 50 for which
the program runs at a speed ;30 times faster than a code
based only on the approximation of small-rec-cav [Eqs.
(37) and (38)].
5. THREE-MIRROR COUPLED CAVITY:
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN ALL MIRRORS
MOVE
Now that we have a fast simulation code in hand, we can
use it to perform some experiments18 with the aim of ob-
taining some physical insights into the coupling of the in-
tracavity fields in a three-mirror cavity. Specifically, I
study how and when the peaks for the intracavity fields of
a three-mirror cavity appear in both static and dynamical
cases. The study of peaks will also be of use for writing
an algorithm for starting up a power-recycled interferom-
eter to bring all its constituent cavities near the operating
condition.
In Subsection 5.A I describe how various curves are
drawn to bring out physical issues related to the field dis-
tribution in the two cavities and tabulate some values af-
ter introducing various important parameters. In Sub-
section 5.B I discuss all these physical points. It should
be noted here that although these discussions address
three-mirror coupled cavities, the conclusions drawn here
are, however, very important and are of great use when
we start discussing the full power-recycled interferom-
eter.
A. Dynamical Curves and the Corresponding Quasi-
Static Curves
1. Dynamical Curves
As shown in Eqs. (37) and (38), intracavity fields are func-
tions of two parameters, the round-trip phase offsets ur
and uc . However, if we assume constancy of velocities of
mirrors for a short time, we can express these phases in
the unit of those acquired as a result of mirror motion in
one round-trip time (rtt) of the arm cavity. Such a unit
provides an advantage in terms of plotting the power of
the fields as a function of only one parameter, the number
of round-trips, instead of two, ur and uc , as shown in Figs.16–23. So phases acquired in one rtt by ur and uc are
given by Krz and Kcz, respectively, where z is the number
of rtt’s and so
ur~z! 5 Krz 1 fr , Kr 5 S 2pl D2twr , (50)
uc~z! 5 Kcz 1 fc , Kc 5 S 2pl D2twc . (51)
2. How to Follow Figs. 16–23
Figures 16–23 are generated for various cases pertaining
to dynamical conditions of a three-mirror cavity. In all of
these figures, the rates of change of the lengths of the re-
cycling and arm cavities, wr and wc , have been chosen to
be 1.7 and 1.0 mm/s, respectively, and the input power is
assumed to be 1.0 unit. Notice that different values for
velocities have been chosen to keep the discussion at a
general level. Assumption of the same rates of change
might have made our discussion much simpler but at the
cost of generality and reality.
Fig. 16. Evolution of fields (a) D and (b) B in case aa, which cor-
responds to the double-resonance condition for first peaks.
Fig. 17. Evolution of fields (a) D and (b) B in case dd.
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Fig. 19. Evolution of fields (a) D and (b) B in case gg.
Fig. 20. Evolution of fields (a) D and (b) B in case hh.Fig. 21. Evolution of fields (a) D and (b) B in case ii.
Fig. 22. Evolution of fields (a) D and (b) B in case jj.
Fig. 23. Evolution of fields (a) D and (b) B in case kk.
Biplab Bhawal Vol. 15, No. 1 /January 1998 /J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 133Table 2. Numerical Values of Some Important Quantities for the Dynamical Simulation of Three-Mirror
Coupled Cavities under Different Conditions
Case z0 ¹ P1(DY) z1(DY) P2(DY) z2(DY)
aa* 324 10.588235p 63 450 2.3 8262
bb 1497 10.5p 66 1565 3 8298
cc 2827 10.4p 76 2817 4.2 8351
dd* 4157 10.3p 90 4046 6.5 8430
ee 5487 10.2p 114 5222 13 8563
ff* 6817 10.1p 115 6278 28 8815
gg* 7748 10.03p 83 6870 55.1 9139
hh* 8083 10.0048p 68.8 7042 68.8 9297
ii* 8147 10.0 65 7073 72 9330
jj* 8211 20.0048p 63.5 7102 74.5 9363
kk* 8419 20.0204p 55.4 7192 83.5 9480
* Cases aa, dd, ff, gg, hh, ii, jj, and kk correspond to Figs. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, and 23, respectively.
Table 3. Numerical Values of Some Important Quantities for the Quasi-Static Curves of Three-Mirror
Coupled Cavities under Different Conditions
Case z0 P1(QS) z1(QS) P2(QS) z2(QS)
aa 324 1350 324 2.3 8260
bb 1497 1290 1438 3 8295
cc 2827 1100 2693 4.2 8347
dd 4157 810 3927 6.5 8424
ee 5487 500 5113 12 8550
ff 6817 230 6188 28 8790
gg 7748 114 6807 58 9092
hh 8083 85.4 6988 76.8 9242
ii 8147 81 7020 81 9274
jj 8211 76.7 7052 85.3 9306
kk 8419 64.4 7148 102 9417Throughout the discussion, ur and uc are expressed in
terms of the nearest integer values of rtt. The small frac-
tional difference between the actual (real) and the quoted
(integer) value does not affect the main physical points
that will be described here.
Note: In all of these figures, the points ur 5 2mp (m
is any integer) and ur 5 (2m 1 1)p have been fixed at
points z 5 324 and z 5 8147 respectively (ur acquires a
phase of p in 8147 2 324 5 7823 rtt, whereas uc acquires
the same in 13,300 rtt, since the chosen value of wr is
greater than that of wc).
In Fig. 16 the phase offset in the arm cavity is chosen to
be such that the uc 5 2pn (n is any integer) point coin-
cides with ur 5 2mp at z 5 324, thus generating the
double-resonance curve (dynamical). In the same figure,
where ur is equal to (2m 1 1)p (at z 5 8147), the value
of uc is 10.588235p, and so this corresponds to an indi-
vidual resonance point of the recycling cavity, and some
light leaks into the arm cavity. In the next successive
figures (17–23) the initial phase offset in the arm cavity is
changed in such a way that the uc 5 2pn point gets
shifted toward ur 5 (2m 1 1)p before becoming coinci-
dent with it in Fig. 21 (Case ii) and then crosses the point
to the other side.
Some of the interesting numerical values for these fig-
ures as well as those corresponding to the intermediatesituations are shown in Table 2. There are two peaks in
each figure. The quantities, P i(DY) and z i(DY) repre-
sent the power and location of the ith peak (i 5 1, 2) for
the field D, whereas z0 represents location of the point
Fig. 24. Quasi-static curves for field D for (a) case ff and (b) case
ii.
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5 8147) is represented by ¹.
The figures are different from each other just because
the uc 5 2np point appears at a different location in each
case. So each of these figures can also be represented by
the values of ¹ and/or z0 .
3. Quasi-Static Curves for the Corresponding Dynamical
Cases
For a closer study of the physical nature of these curves,
here I introduce what I call a quasi-static curve corre-
sponding to each of the dynamical cases described above.
In the quasi-static expressions for the intracavity fields in
Eqs. (31) and (32), phases ur and uc are expressed in
terms of the parameter z and thus in units of phases that
could be acquired in a dynamical case in one rtt with wr
5 1.7 mm/s and wc 5 1.0 mm/s, respectively. Then the
power of each of these fields is plotted as a function of z.
For example, the quasi-static curve for field D corre-
sponding to the dynamical cases ff and ii (see Table 2) are
plotted in Figs. 24(a) and 24(b), respectively. Table 3
gives numerical values for some important quantities for
the quasi-static curves corresponding to the dynamical
cases described in Table 2. In quasi-static curves, we
plot something static in a seemingly dynamical way.
These curves just represent how the intracavity fields in a
static three-mirror cavity vary if these are measured step
by step by changing the phase offsets in the two cavities
at each step in such a way that these changes mimic the
corresponding dynamical case in a discrete fashion. So
these curves provide us the actual values of the phases for
the resonance points, i.e., a static three-mirror cavity
shows resonance peaks for exactly these values of the
phases. However, as also noted in the case of high-
finesse cavities in Section 3, in dynamical cases the peaks
appear a few rtt after these resonance points are crossed.
B. Analysis of Results
We noted in Section 4 that the effective finesse of a three-
mirror system is the highest when the beam operates in
the double-resonance condition (which happens in case aa
here) and is the lowest when the beam is on exact anti-
resonance in the arm cavity but on resonance in the recy-
cling cavity (which happens in case ii). In the following
discussion, I refer to these two operating conditions as
highest finesse condition and lowest finesse condition, re-
spectively.
Fig. 25. Equivalent reflectivity of the recycling cavity as a func-
tion of the phase offset in the same cavity. The points (z5) 324
and 8147 for the phase offset correspond to ur 5 2mp and ur
5 (2m 1 1)p, respectively, as in Figs. 16–23.The effective finesse as expressed in terms of rrec can be
plotted as a function of ur expressed in terms of z (for the
same range covered in any of Figs. 16–23), as shown in
Fig. 25. As can be seen, the effective finesse is quite high
except for a small range around z 5 8147 [where ur
5 (2m 1 1)p].
On the basis of these understandings, we can explain a
few physical effects related to what we observe in Figs.
16–23:
• First peak for the field, D: We observe that as we
go from Fig. 16 to Fig. 21 (i.e., from the highest to a lower
finesse condition for the peak), the resonance power of the
first peak for the field D increases initially (cases aa to ff)
and then decreases again (cases ff to ii). As we go from
case aa to case ff, the effective finesse decreases slowly,
the sensitivity to mirror movement decreases, and thus
the first peak grows higher. However, for cases gg to kk,
the effective finesse is quite low, and although the system
is now much less sensitive to the mirror movement, the
maximum achievable power (quasi-static) itself can have
a low value again for the same reason: having low effec-
tive finesse.
• Second peak for the field, B: For case aa (Fig. 16),
the B field is on its individual resonance at its second
peak. Since the recycling cavity itself has a low finesse,
the field evolution follows a typical resonance curve of a
low-finesse two-mirror cavity without any oscillation after
the resonance point is crossed. It remains so in the next
few cases but then starts decreasing again, when its cou-
pling with the D field becomes very important as the
point uc 5 2np comes nearer to ur 5 (2m 1 1)p.
• Second peak for the field, D: For case aa and a few
of the subsequent cases, this peak is just the part that
leaked into the arm cavity from the individual resonance
power of the recycling cavity. This has a typical low-
finesse shape and grows higher as the corresponding peak
for the field B decreases from its quasi-static value be-
cause of more coupling between two cavities at the oper-
ating condition of the second peak.
• First peak for the field, B: In case aa, this peak is
just the double-resonance curve, and it experiences the
high value of effective finesse of the system with its own
oscillations and by its failure to achieve the quasi-static
power. It slowly grows in power and sheds its high-
finesse appearance as it approaches the ur5 (2m 1 1)p
point, the individual resonance point of the recycling cav-
ity.
• A Symmetry: As can be expected, the arrangement
of the curves is symmetrical about case hh, when the
value of ¹ (the value of uc when ur 5 p) is 10.0048p.
That is why case kk (¹ 5 20.0204) is symmetrical with
case gg (¹ 5 10.03p). From this symmetry one can eas-
ily guess what would happen if the point uc 5 2np is
moved between ur 5 (2m 1 1)p and ur 5 2mp.
The only question is why the symmetry is about the
case represented by ¹ 5 10.0048 (case hh) and not about
that represented by ¹ 5 0.0 (case ii). This is because of
some asymmetry introduced by the dynamical response of
the system, i.e., due to the shifting of the resonance curve
from the actual resonance point. However, as can be
seen from the corresponding quasi-static curve for case ii
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served to be about case ii, in the case in which the experi-
ments were done in a static three-mirror cavity by step-
by-step changes in phase offsets. For similar reasons,
this symmetry for the field B is about the case jj, which
corresponds to ¹ 5 20.0048.
Fig. 26. Reflected light in (a) case aa and (b) case ii.
Fig. 27. Transmitted light in (a) case aa and (b) case ii.• Reflected light: Every resonance point is character-
ized by many oscillations in the reflected beam from the
three-mirror cavity, as shown in Fig. 26. The oscillations
are most prominent when the beam is on double reso-
nance (first peak of case aa) and are much less as the op-
erating condition shifts to a state of lower effective finesse
(second peak of case aa and peaks of case ii).
• Transmitted light: As can be expected from the
analytical expressions, the evolution of peaks of the trans-
mitted beams in the successive figures follows the same
kind of pattern as that of the peaks of the field D. Figure
27 shows peaks in the transmitted field for two cases, aa
and ii. One may note that unlike in the static case, the
maximum transmission (among all other peaks) does not
occur at the double-resonance condition when the mirrors
move.
• Positioning of peaks in quasi-static cases: Let us
denote the values of ur and uc at the first and second
peaks, respectively, by
ur 5 2p m 1 KrD i
r , uc 5 2pn 1 KcD i
c , (52)
where i 5 1,2 represents the first and second peaks, re-
spectively. The values of these D for both static and dy-
namical cases are presented in Table 4.
Let us also express the phase of the reflected light from
the arm cavity as
urefl 5 ~2m 1 1 !p 1 KrD i
refl (53)
and plot D i
refl as a function of phase offset in the arm cav-
ity (D i
c) in Fig. 28. For reasons to be explained soon, D i
refl
is expressed in the same unit as that of ur , as can be no-
ticed above. It should be noticed that the (0,0) point of
this plot corresponds to uc 5 2np and Drefl 5 (2m
1 1)p, representing the fact that the phase on reflection
from an undercoupled cavity is an odd multiple of p on
resonance.
By inspecting values of different quantities in Table 4
and referring to Fig. 28, we can arrive at the following
conclusion: In the case of a static three-mirror cavity, a
peak can always be found whenever D i
c (phase offset in
the arm cavity) is such that the corresponding value of
D i
refl (phase on reflection from the arm cavity in excess of
an odd multiple of p) exactly cancels the value of D i
r
(phase offset in recycling cavity in excess of an even mul-
tiple of p) at that operating condition, thus making theTable 4. Phase Offsets in Three-Mirror Coupled Cavity at Positions of the Two Peaks for Various
Dynamical and Corresponding Quasi-Static Cases
D1
c (DY) D1
r (DY) D2
c (DY) D2
r (DY) D1
c (QS) D1
r (QS) D2
c (QS) D2
r (QS)
aa 126 126 7938 27708 0 0 7936 27710
bb 68 1241 6801 27672 259 1114 6798 27675
cc 210 2493 5524 27619 2134 2369 5520 27623
dd 2111 3722 4273 27540 2230 3603 4267 27546
ee 2265 4898 3076 27407 2374 4789 3063 27420
ff 2539 5954 1998 27155 2629 5864 1973 27180
gg 2878 6546 1391 26830 2941 6483 1344 26878
hh 21041 6718 1214 26673 21095 6664 1159 26728
ii 21074 6749 1183 26640 21127 6696 1127 26696
jj 21109 6778 1152 26607 21159 6728 1095 26664
kk 21227 6868 1061 26490 21271 6824 998 26553
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1 1)p, the condition for the individual resonance of the
recycling cavity.
The essence of the statement is that a peak always ap-
pears whenever the operating condition fulfills the re-
quirement of the individual resonance condition of the re-
cycling cavity, i.e., ur 1 phase on reflection 5 (2m
1 1)p; the arm cavity is individually resonant only in
the double-resonance condition. In all other cases, the
phase offset in the arm cavity should change in a suitable
way in order to produce a resonance peak.
Notice that a statement like the above was also made
at the end of Section 3 of Ref. 11, but their statement
bears a restriction equivalent to KcD i
c ! 1 (i.e., phase off-
set in the arm cavity expressed in radians). The fact that
the above rule is always true in the static case without
any restriction on phase offset can be tested for each of
the cases presented in Table 4.
• Positioning of peaks in dynamical cases: We ob-
serve that near double resonance (first peak of case aa)
the gap between the dynamical peak [z1(DY)5 450,
Table 2] and the quasi-static peak [z1(QS)5 324, Table
3] is ;126. The value of this gap decreases to almost nil
for case ii when the operating condition at the point of ap-
pearance of the first peak corresponds to a low value of
the effective finesse of the system. In conclusion, we can
say that even in the dynamical cases, the peaks try to po-
sition themselves in accordance with the rule described
above; however, when the effective finesse is quite high,
the maximum point of the combined power of all partial
beams appears at a point somewhat displaced from what
would have been their original point of resonance in a
static case. This displacement is reduced if either the ve-
locity or the effective finesse decreases.
In this section we noted how combinations of peaks
may appear in coupled cavities under general conditions
of phase evolution in different constituent cavities. A
Fig. 28. Phase acquired on reflection [in excess of (2m 1 1)p]
from the arm cavity as a function of the phase offset (in excess of
2np) in the arm cavity. These are expressed in units of phases
acquired by recycling and arm cavities in a round-trip-time of the
arm cavity due to mirror motion corresponding to wr5 1.7 mm/s
and wc 5 1 mm/s, respectively.power-recycled FP-type interferometer is rather a combi-
nation of two three-mirror systems that are coupled to-
gether by a shared part of their recycling cavities. By ob-
serving a small number of details of such successive
peaks in these systems during start-up time, one may de-
cide in which way to control the cavities to bring them
closer to the desired operating condition before starting
the linear/nonlinear locking procedure, thereby saving
time and effort. Development of such an algorithm based
on this information is currently in progress.
6. REAL-TIME SIMULATION OF POWER-
RECYCLED INTERFEROMETRIC
DETECTORS
In this section I apply all the techniques developed and
applied in previous sections to the case of a full-length
power-recycled interferometer to develop a fast dynamical
simulation code for it. The in-line arm cavity (which re-
ceives transmitted light through the beam splitter) and
the perpendicular arm cavity (which receives reflected
light from the beam splitter) are represented by X and Y,
respectively; These two letters appear in the subscripts of
various quantities for differentiation between the two
arm cavities.
We may think of the whole interferometer as a combi-
nation of two three-mirror coupled cavity systems, which
have a common shared part (that between recycling mir-
ror and beam splitter) in their recycling cavities. The re-
cycling cavity X is the one between the recycling mirror
and the input mirror of the in-line arm cavity, whereas
the recycling cavity Y is the one between the recycling
mirror and the input mirror of the perpendicular arm cav-
ity. Some amount of light always gets exchanged be-
tween these two three-mirror systems. In the case of a
static interferometer, this exchange rate remains con-
stant; however, in dynamical cases, the rate may vary de-
pending on phase conditions of these systems, as we can
see in the equations in the following subsections.
A. Simplified Problem: When Only the End Mirrors
Move
To investigate the nature of the coupling of fields between
the two three-mirror systems constituting the whole in-
terferometer, let us first study a simple case with the fol-
lowing assumptions: (i) only the end mirrors move, (ii)
the beam splitter is static, (iii) the corresponding mirror
reflectivities in both arms are perfectly matched to each
other, (iv) the beam splitter is of (exactly) 50:50 type, (v)
the round-trip phases in recycling cavities, ury and urx ,
are set to be integral multiples of 2p, which ensures that
whenever a particular arm cavity becomes resonant (i.e.,
when ucy or ucx reaches a value of integral multiple of 2p),
the corresponding recycling cavity also becomes resonant
(by receiving the extra p phase from reflection) and the
corresponding three-mirror system becomes doubly reso-
nant. The aim of locking the whole interferometer is to
make both of the component three-mirror systems doubly
resonant for the laser carrier frequency.
These simplifications are made for the time being so
that we can concentrate only on the physical effects that
are due to dynamical coupling between the two three-
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simple case of a dynamical interferometer, let us write
the equations for the intracavity fields with the short-rec-
cav approximation, thereby neglecting lengths l0 , lx , and
ly of parts of the recycling cavities (see Fig. 1), which are
too small as compared with the full arm length of the in-
terferometer. The two arm lengths are considered to be
same, L 5 3000 m. The intracavity fields at the input
mirrors and traveling toward the end mirrors inside the
respective arm cavities are represented by Dy and Dx .
The field at the recycling mirror and traveling toward the
beam splitter inside the common shared part of the recy-
cling cavities is represented by Bsh . The error analysis
of the small-rec-cav approximation in Section 4 gives us
the confidence that this should lead to a negligible level of
error near resonance for any of the constituent three-
mirror cavities and thus for the whole interferometer:
Bsh~t ! 5 t1A 1
1
A2
r1t2r3Dy~t 2 t!exp j@ucy~t 2 t/2!#
1
1
A2
r1t2r3Dx~t 2 t!exp j@ucx~t 2 t/2!#
2 r1r2B~t !, (54)
Dx~t ! 5
1
A2
t2B~t ! 1 r2r3Dx~t 2 t!
3 exp j@ucx~t 2 t/2!#, (55)
Dy~t ! 5
1
A2
t2B~t ! 1 r2r3Dy~t 2 t!
3 exp j@ucy~t 2 t/2!#. (56)
Note that the rtt’s in both of the arm cavities are as-
sumed to be same and equal to t. In the actual design of
an interferometer, however, the FP cavities in the arms
may be physically different in length even by several
meters. We can say right away that as long as this dif-
ference is less than or of the order of 0.4% (the length of
recycling cavity as compared with that of the arm in the
case of VIRGO), the error would remain at the same neg-
ligible level as that of small-rec-cav approximation.
These equations can be rearranged and written as
Bsh~t ! 5
r1t2r3
A2~1 1 r1r2!
Dy~t 2 t!exp j@ucy~t 2 t/2!#
(57)
1
r1t2r3
A2~1 1 r1r2!
Dx~t 2 t!exp j@ucx~t 2 t/2!#
1
t1A
~1 1 r1r2!
, (58)
Dy~t ! 5 A 1 r3bDy~t 2 t!exp j@ucy~t 2 t/2!#
1 r3C Dx~t 2 t!exp j@ucx~t 2 t/2!#, (59)
Dx~t ! 5 A 1 r3bDx~t 2 t!exp j@ucx~t 2 t/2!#
1 r3C Dy~t 2 t!exp j@ucy~t 2 t/2!#, (60)where
A 5
t1t2A
A2~1 1 r1r2!
, (61)
b 5 r2 1 C 5 r2 1
r1t2
2
2~1 1 r1r2!
, (62)
C 5
r1t2
2
2~1 1 r1r2!
. (63)
The numerical values of b and C for the chosen param-
eter values for VIRGO are '0.969367 and '0.029367, re-
spectively. In the case in which both arm cavities change
in length in the same manner, their fields also evolve in
the same way, and we can set Dy 5 Dx and regain the
three-mirror coupled cavity equation. We can then iden-
tify
rrec 5 b 1 C ' 0.998733. (64)
Under such a condition, the nature of the field evolution
shows a high-finesse behavior corresponding to rc
5 rrec , as shown in Fig. 29(a) for either Dx or Dy . One
may note that the field evolution behavior is exactly like
that in Fig. 6 for the field F in a two-mirror cavity of rc
5 0.998733 or the field D in the three-mirror cavity con-
sidered in Section 4, the only difference being in power
level—a factor of one half—originating from the presence
of the beam splitter in the interferometer.
If the motion in the two arm cavities is out of phase,
each arm cavity becomes resonant on its own at different
points in time and this resonance shows a low-finesse be-
havior corresponding to rc 5 b, as shown in Fig. 29(b).
The contribution of the coupling of the nonresonant cavity
to the resonant one is negligible in that case. Whenever
the values of ucy and ucx become close together and move
together toward the resonance point, fields in the arm
Fig. 29. (a) Resonance peak for either of the fields Dy or Dx
when the three-mirror systems become doubly resonant simulta-
neously. (b) Peak in power of either Dy or Dx when only the cor-
responding three-mirror system becomes doubly resonant but the
other three-mirror system remains far out of resonance. In both
figures the input power is one unit.
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term with the coupling factor C becomes important.
We may thus conclude that between the two extreme
cases described above, whenever the two sets of three-
mirror coupled cavities cross their individual resonance
points (double or other types) very closely in time,
the fields strongly couple with each other and their evo-
lution always shows characteristics typical of two-mirror
cavities with a value of rc between b and b 1 C . The ex-
act profiles of the resonance peaks in individual arm cavi-
ties may, however, differ from each other depending on
how closely in time and with what velocities of their con-
stituent mirrors the two systems cross their resonance
points.
An increase in the finesse of the arm cavities leads to
an increased value of b but a reduced value for C (one
should note, however, that if arm cavity finesse is in-
creased, one also has to change r1 to have optimum recy-
cling of light). But that does not make coupling between
the arms on resonance less important than in the case
of low-finesse arm cavities, because the power stored is
much higher in high-finesse arm cavities.
The situation in which the fields in the arms couple
with each other is the one that is important for the pur-
pose of locking. To simulate such or other situations, the
following algorithm is developed.
B. Simulation Procedure for the Whole Interferometer
The simulation procedure to be described here is based on
the state-vector representation of the intracavity fields of
the full interferometer. This particular method of solv-
ing problems has been used in many multi-input/multi-
output cases in the field of digital filtering and signal pro-
cessing (see Chaps. 4 and 12 of Jackson7). The method is
presented in three parts: first, the equations for the
simple case of the last subsection is written in state-
vector representation. Next, the equations are general-
ized by incorporating dynamical changes in the recycling
cavity and also other asymmetries that are due to differ-
ing mirror reflectivities. Finally, the simulation proce-
dure for both of these cases are discussed.
1. Equations for the Simple Case
In order to express the main points of the simulation pro-
cedure in an easier way, let us first consider the simple
case discussed in Subsection 6.A and write Eqs. (59) and
(60) with the following state-vector representation:
D~t 1 t! 5 A 1 R E~t 1 t/2!D~t !, (65)
where
D~t ! 5 FDy~t !Dx~t !G , (66)
A 5 AF11 G , (67)
R 5 r3F b CC b GFexp j~fcy! 00 exp j~fcx!G , (68)E~t ! 5 F exp jS 4pl v3yt D 0
0 exp jS 4pl v3xt D G , (69)
where it is assumed that for a short time the end mirrors
are moving with velocities v3y and v3x , respectively; fcy
and fcx are initial round-trip-phase offsets in arm cavi-
ties.
2. Equations for the Generalized Case
When all mirrors move, we can write the coupled equa-
tions of the intracavity fields in the arms by also incorpo-
rating all asymmetries that are due to differing mirror re-
flectivities and the moving beam splitter as
D~t 1 t! 5 A~t 1 t! 1 R~t 1 t!E~t 1 t/2!D~t !.
(70)
Various quantities in Eq. (70) are defined as follows.
Note that, in the subscripts of these quantities, letters c
and r represent arm cavity and recycling cavity, respec-
tively; subscripts 1, 2, 3, and b represent recycling mirror,
input mirror, end mirror, and beam splitter, respectively;
as already stated, x and y refer to various quantities for
the three-mirror systems X and Y, respectively:
A~t ! 5
t1A
x~t ! Frbt2y exp j@Ury"~t !#tbt2x exp j@Urx~t !# G , (71)
x~t ! 5 1 1 r1rb
2r2y exp j@Ury"~t ! 1 Ury#~t !#
1 r1tb
2r2x exp j@2Urx~t !#, (72)
R~t ! 5 F by C xC y bx GFexp j~fcy! 00 exp j~fcx!G , (73)
E~t ! 5 F exp jS 4pl Wcyt D 0
0 exp jS 4pl Wcxt D G , (74)
by 5 r2yr3y 1
1
x~t !
r1rb
2t2y
2 r3y
3 exp j@Ury"~t ! 1 Ury#~t !#, (75)
bx 5 r2xr3x 1
1
x~t !
r1tb
2t2x
2 r3x exp j@2Urx~t !#,
(76)
C x 5
1
x~t !
r1rbtbt2yt2xr3x exp j@Urx~t ! 1 Ury"~t !#,
(77)
C y 5
1
x~t !
r1rbtbt2yt2xr3y exp j@Ury#~t ! 1 Urx~t !#.
(78)
The phase factors in the above equations can be expressed
in the following form if we assume that for a short span of
time Nt (where N is some number to be determined nu-
merically), all mirrors are moving with constant velocities
[note: this assumption on arm cavities has already been
used in writing Eq. (70)]:
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2p
l
~Wryt 1 Vbxt !, (79)
Ury#~t ! 5 fry/2 1
2p
l
~Wryt 1 Vbyt !,
(80)
Urx~t ! 5 frx/2 1
2p
l
Wrxt, (81)
ucy~t ! 5 fcy 1
4p
l
Wcyt, (82)
ucx~t ! 5 fcx 1
4p
l
Wcxt, (83)
where f’s are initial round-trip phase offsets in various
cavities and W ’s are relative velocities defined as
Wry 5 V2y 2 V1 , (84)
Wrx 5 V2x 2 V1 , (85)
Wcy 5 V3y 2 V2y , (86)
Wcx 5 V3x 2 V2x . (87)
All the V ’s above are magnitudes of velocities of the cor-
responding mirrors with respect to the initial position of
the beam splitter; Vbx ,Vby are components of the velocity
of the beam splitter with respect to its initial position, as
shown Fig. 30. It should be noted that if the beam split-
ter moves, light beams do not retrace their paths while re-
turning to the beam splitter. This might lead to distor-
tion of beams in the transverse direction and thus
generation of higher-order modes. In this paper, how-
ever, we confine our attention to the longitudinal effects.
3. Simulation Steps
Step 1. Time is sliced into equal intervals of width D
5 Nt, so that any time ti 5 iNt, where i is an integer.
Step 2. During the time interval (ti , ti 1 1), the rates
of the changes of phase offsets in arm cavities, v3x and v3y
(simple case) or Wry , Wrx , Wcy , Wcx , Vby , and Vbx (gen-
eralized case), are assumed to be constant.
Step 3. The phases fcx , fcy are fixed to the following
constant values during (ti , ti 1 1):
Fig. 30. Notation for the mirror velocities with respect to the
initial position of the beam splitter. The arrows indicate posi-
tive signs for V ’s in Eqs. (84)–(87).fcx 5 ucx~ti!, (88)
fcy 5 ucy~ti!. (89)
Step 4. (FTF for the generalized case). The matrices
R and A are set to the following constant matrices during
the same time interval:
R 5 12 @R~ti! 1 R~ti 1 1!#, (90)
A 5 A~ti 1 1!. (91)
Step 5. (JAS). Now by performing the equivalent al-
gebraic operations of JAS as described in Section 3 on ei-
ther Eq. (65) (simple case) or Eq. (70) (for which R and A
are now constant matrices), we can arrive at the following
equation equivalent to Eq. (27):
D~t 1 Nt! 5 RNED~t ! 1 ~U 2 R!21@~U 2 RN!
1 RSj 2 12 ~N
2 2 1 !RNj#A, (92)
where
U 5 F1 00 1G , (93)
E 5 Fexp~jyN2/2! 00 exp~jxN2/2!G , (94)
j 5 F jy 00 jxG , (95)
S 5 ~U 2 R!21@~N 2 12 !U 2 1.5R
N 2 1#
1 ~U 2 R!22~RN 2 1 2 R!, (96)
jy 5 j
4pWcyt
l
, (97)
jx 5 j
4pWcxt
l
. (98)
Equation (92) is now applied to calculate the value of
the field inside the arm cavities.
Step 6. In the next step, the same procedure is per-
formed by replacing i  i 1 1 and with changed (if these
change) mirror velocities.
The error levels are found to be almost at the same lev-
els as in three-mirror cavities (Subsection 4C) when the
two cavities achieve either the highest (Fig. 14) or the
lowest (Fig. 15) finesse conditions at the same time.
Figure 31(a) shows the dynamical curve for the field Dy
for the case in which the three-mirror system Y becomes
doubly resonant ahead of system X with a time gap cor-
responding to a phase difference of p/100, where Wry
5 Wcy 5 Wrx 5 Wcx 5 1 mm/s and the beam splitter is
assumed to be static. The relative error by DFA com-
pared with equations based on only the small-rec-cav ap-
proximation is shown in Fig. 31(b). The difference be-
tween power levels of Dy and Dx is shown in Fig. 32.
Figure 33(a) shows the peak in field Dy when the three-
mirror system Y gets to the lowest finesse condition of
‘‘antiresonant in the arm cavity but resonant in the recy-
cling cavity’’ ahead of system X with a time gap corre-
sponding to a phase difference of p/100, where Wry
5 Wcy 5 Wrx 5 Wcx 5 1 mm/s and the beam splitter is
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pared with equations based on only the small-rec-cav ap-
proximation is shown in Fig. 33(b). Note that in this case
no difference between power levels of Dx and Dy could be
found even at a level of 1024 units of power. This is an-
other manifestation of the low-finesse characteristics of
the operating condition for the beam. Under this condi-
tion partial beams do not get stored for a long time and so
do not cause any difference between fields in arm cavities.
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
It may be noted that the discussion so far has been con-
fined to studying the response of the systems to a beam of
a single frequency. However, for the purpose of control-
ling the mirrors, one needs to employ some sensing
scheme based on phase modulation of light. Under these
schemes19 the phase of the laser light is modulated at a
radio frequency. The effect of this modulation is to im-
pose two sidebands on the laser, v0 6 vm ; v0 ,vm are the
carrier frequency and the modulation frequency, respec-
tively. The lengths, l0 , ly , and lx (in Fig. 1), are so cho-
sen that both the carrier and the sidebands are resonant
in the recycling cavity. The operating condition of the
sidebands in the arm cavity is generally chosen to be
somewhere out of resonance; the best condition seems to
be the exact antiresonance. The difference between ly
and lx should be suitably chosen so that it allows side-
band light to be transmitted to the output port while that
port remains dark for the carrier. If, for some reason, the
arm lengths of the interferometer become distorted, some
amount of carrier light exits the outport port, where it
beats against the sidebands. This light is detected and
demodulated with a mixer. The signal thus generated is
called the Pound–Drever signal,20 which is then used to
feed back to the laser frequency and/or the mirror control
system to bring the system back to the perfect operating
condition. This signal is linear with respect to either fre-
quency or length deviation in a small range around the
perfect-resonance condition. This range is wider for a
system of lower effective finesse, and thus controlling is
relatively easier in such a case.
After this brief introduction to the locking schemes, I
now summarize some important conclusions of this paper.
A. Physical Effects
(a) A power-recycled interferometer with FP arm cavities
can be thought of as a combination of two three-mirror
systems that are coupled to each other through a shared
part of their recycling cavities. Field evolution in the
arm cavity of any of these dynamical three-mirror sys-
tems can be shown to be equivalent to that in a two-
mirror cavity with changing finesse. An interesting
analogy has thus been established between the evolution
of the field in a dynamical two-mirror cavity and the evo-
lution of the arm cavity fields in a full interferometer
when the latter are given an analytical representation
with state vectors.
(b) We may give a quantitative representation of the re-
sponse of a three-mirror system by the finesse or, equiva-
lently, by the amplitude reflectivity of the input mirror rc
of an equivalent two-mirror cavity whose end mirror hasa fixed value of high reflectivity. In an interferometer
the rc of any of the two coupled three-mirror systems can
be divided into two parts: rc ' b 1 C in a long range
around the desired operating condition of double reso-
nance. The quantities b and C depend on various pa-
rameters of the mirrors and depend on time only through
the evolution of the phase offsets in the corresponding re-
cycling cavity. The coupling factor C is always very
small but is important in terms of making that small con-
tribution in rc that might change the response of a three-
mirror system from a lower-finesse to a higher-finesse
one.
(c) In the case in which the two three-mirror systems
are achieving double resonance at well-separated points
in time, the evolution of fields in each system is similar to
that of an equivalent two-mirror cavity with rc 5 b and
thus shows a lower-finesse behavior. However, if both of
the systems achieve double resonance at the same time
(which is the desired operating condition for the carrier),
the evolution shows a high-finesse behavior correspond-
ing to rc 5 b 1 C in both cavities.
(d) A three-mirror system may show peaks under vari-
ous dynamical conditions of its two constituent cavities.
These peaks were studied in Section 5 and a rule was es-
tablished. It was shown that such peaks appear when-
ever the recycling cavity becomes resonant; the double-
resonance condition is just one of the various possibilities
that may ensure this. In a power-recycled interferom-
eter, the evolution of fields resulting from coupling be-
tween a double-resonance peak and a wrong peak or be-
tween two wrong peaks from the two three-mirror
systems shows a behavior corresponding to rc in between
b , rc , b 1 C .
(e) Start-up problem. The locking schemes based on
phase modulation of light work only when the whole in-
terferometer is very close to its desired resonant condi-
tion. Thus one problem with the power-recycled interfer-
ometer with suspended mirrors is to bring all of its
constituent cavities close to the operating condition start-
ing from time zero, so that the Pound–Drever signal is
generated. We may note that if the mirrors move slowly,
then most of the time under the start-up condition the
field evolution in arm cavities approximately obeys Eqs.
(59) and (60) written for an interferometer with urx and
ury set to 2mp. The nature of field evolution deviates
considerably from these two equations when the beam is
close to the individual resonance point [i.e., approxi-
mately 60.2p around urx and/or ury 5 (2m 1 1)p] of the
recycling cavity, whereas the finesse changes quite rap-
idly. So when mirrors move slowly, we can expect that at
least for a small range of time near the desired operating
condition we can use Eqs. (59) and (60) to describe the
evolution of fields without making much error. It might
thus be advantageous if we divide the start-up procedure
in two parts.21 In step 1 we may try to lock only the
three-mirror cavity Y while keeping the X arm cavity out
of resonance. While locked, the Y arm cavity will have a
constant power corresponding to a two-mirror cavity with
input mirror amplireflectivity, rc 5 b ' 0.96937... for
VIRGO. From Eqs. (59) and (60) we can see that trying
to lock the whole interferometer together is like trying to
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5 0.998733... (for VIRGO), while keeping control over
four cavities coupled together. Now step 1 is like locking
a two-mirror cav with rc 5 b 5 0.96937... (a lower-
finesse one), while keeping control over two cavities
coupled together. The three-mirror system Y is chosen to
be locked in step 1 to take care of the extra 2 degrees of
freedom of beam-splitter movement right at the begin-
ning so that we can avoid them in the relatively tougher
step 2.
Now, in step 2 when we try to lock the three-mirror
cavity X, the task will be equivalent to locking a two-
mirror cavity with rc 5 0.998733... but keeping control of
only two mirrors of the in-line arm cavity. We can take
advantage of the reduced number of degrees of freedom
and increased linear region in the Pound–Drever signal
in step 1 as a result of the reduced finesse of the system.
In step 2 the linear region is reduced to what the full in-
terferometer originally had, but the task becomes rela-
tively easier because most of the degrees of freedom have
already been taken care of in step 1. A complete end-to-
end simulation including the servo control system needs
to be developed to test the merits and demerits of the
above proposal.
Fig. 31. (a) Resonance peak for the field Dy when three-mirror
system Y becomes doubly resonant ahead of system X, with a
time gap equivalent to a phase difference of p/100, while the mir-
rors move such that Wry 5 Wrx 5 Wcx 5 Wcy 5 1 mm/s and the
beam splitter is assumed to be static. Input power is one unit.
(b) Relative error by the DFA based on JAS and FTF with respect
to only the small-rec-cav approximation in computing such a
peak. The relative error increases for a short time while the
field amplitude is very small; this increase is thus unimportant.
Fig. 32. Difference between resonant power levels of fields Dy
and Dx under the condition described for Fig. 31.B. Computational Speed
The simulation program developed here with a digital fil-
tering approach is quite fast and is applicable with toler-
able error level to a full-length interferometer with its
cavities under general dynamical conditions.
(a) We may write a code for the whole interferometer
with the following considerations: (i) It should work un-
der the general operating condition of the interferometer
and not just for the case in which it is very near the lock-
ing condition; (ii) the operating condition for sidebands
can be chosen to be anywhere; (iii) rates of changes in cav-
ity lengths are of the order of 1 mm/s.
Such a code written in C language using the DFA based
on JAS and FTF with N 5 50 runs faster than real time
in a DEC ALPHA workstation; the computational time is
approximately 80% of real time for calculating the dy-
namical evolution of fields at various locations of the
VIRGO interferometer.
(b) The code can be made approximately two times
faster than this if (i) the operating condition of the side-
bands is chosen to be the lowest-finesse condition (i.e.,
resonant in recycling cavities but antiresonant in arm
cavities) or some other point well inside 60.2p around
this (most probably this will be the choice for all long-
baseline detectors; in Sections 4 and 6, investigations
were made for a beam near such an operating condition)
and (ii) we are interested in calculating dynamical-field
evolution only near the desired operating condition in
which the Pound–Drever signal can be generated.
Since near such a condition the field evolution shows a
low-finesse behavior, we can write the part of the code for
the sidebands by using the computationally quite inex-
pensive DFA with the perturbative approach (Section 2)
rather than the DFA with JAS. We just need to apply
the equivalent matrix equations corresponding to Eqs.
Fig. 33. (a) Peak in power of field Dy when three-mirror system
Y gets to the condition of ‘‘resonance in recycling cavity but exact
antiresonance in arm cavity’’ ahead of system X, with a time gap
equivalent to a phase difference of p/100, while mirrors move
such that Wry 5 Wrx 5 Wcx 5 Wcy 5 1 mm/s and the beam
splitter is assumed to be static. Input power is one unit. (b)
Relative error by the DFA based on JAS and FTF with respect to
only the small-rec-cav approximation in computing such a peak.
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6.B.3. Although the error consideration remains the
same, two thirds of the code can be made approximately
three times more efficient in such a way that the full pro-
gram runs at a speed approximately two times faster than
the general code described in item (a).
(c) When locking is achieved, if we are sure that the
system will not go very far from the operating condition,
we may switch over to a program somewhat faster than
the codes described above by getting rid of the step of
freezing-the-finesse in the part of the code for the carrier,
since we know that near double resonance the finesse of
the system for the carrier changes very little and very
slowly.
(d) If the speeds of the mirror can be slowed down
considerably, we can go somewhat faster by increasing
the length of our jump in time, i.e., increasing the value of
N to a certain extent.
(e) These codes have been studied specifically for the
VIRGO interferometer, whose arm cavities are of low fi-
nesse ('50). There will be very little change in the error
consideration and thus in the computational speed of the
codes if cavities with higher finesse are incorporated into
the arms. Numerical investigation shows that the DFA
based on JAS works quite well when applied to interfer-
ometers with arm cavities of much higher finesse.
C. Further Research
It should be noted that none of the codes addresses the
transverse effects on the laser beam. Research on incor-
porating higher-order effects is currently in progress. In
addition, research on testing the computational speed and
error of another method of simulating the full interferom-
eter based on the DFA with JAS but summing up the
most significant partial beams22 coupled between two arm
cavities (instead of using the algebra of state-vector rep-
resentation) is currently in progress and will be commu-
nicated in the future.
It needs to be seen how this method works for other po-
tential optical configurations for interferometric gravita-
tional wave detectors: dual recycled,23 resonant side-
band detecting,12 etc. However, an interesting problem
is trying this method in Sagnac interferometers24 that in-
corporate dynamical ring cavities in both arms, since the
nature of coupling between fields in two arms of such an
interferometer is completely different from that in a
Michelson topology. The investigation shows that the
digital filtering technique with some modifications in its
mathematical structure works quite well in Sagnac topol-
ogy also. The results will be communicated elsewhere.
The most important task ahead is to incorporate these
codes inside a complete end-to-end simulation program
for the whole interferometer to test the start-up proce-
dure and servo control techniques in the spirit of what
has been done by the LIGO team3 for a two-mirror cavity.
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